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Extract of connection technology on PCBs
Pitch

3,5 mm

Series

Series 110

Series 210

Series 93

Series 93

Series 120

Series 140

Series 95

Series 95 /
Series 115

Series 97

Series 97

Series 97

Series 121

Series 141

Series 94

Series 96

Series 122

Rated cross section

1,5 mm²

1 mm²

1 mm²

---

2,5 mm²

1,5 mm²

1,5 mm²

1,5 mm²

2,5 mm²

2,5 mm²

---

2,5 mm²

1,5 mm²

1,5 mm²

2,5 mm²

Approvals

300 V/8 A/30-16 AWG 1)

300 V/10 A/30-16 AWG

300 V/10 A/26-16 AWG

150 V/6 A

300 V/15 A/26-12 AWG 1)

300 V/10 A/30-14 AWG

300 V/15 A/26-14 AWG

300 V/10 A/26-14 AWG 1)

300 V/20 A/22-12 AWG 2)

300 V/20 A/22-12 AWG

300 V/10 A

300 V/15 A/26-12 AWG 1)

300 V/10 A/30-14 AWG

300 V/15 A/26-14 AWG

300 V/8 A/30-16 AWG 1)

300 V/10 A/30-16 AWG

300 V/10 A/26-16 AWG

150 V/6 A

300 V/15 A/26-12 AWG 1)

300 V/15 A/30-14 AWG

300 V/15 A/26-14 AWG

300 V/10 A/26-14 AWG 1)

300 V/20 A/26-12 AWG 2)

300 V/20 A/26-12 AWG

300 V/10 A

300 V/15 A/26-12 AWG 1)

300 V/15 A/30-14 AWG

300 V/15 A/26-14 AWG

110-A-111

210-A-111

930

931-SLR-THR

120-A-111

140-A-111

950

950-FL-DS

970

971

971-SLR-SMD-1,3

121-A-111

141-A-111

940

Type of product

5 mm

2-24 poles

110-M-211

2-24 poles

210-A-121

2-24 poles

110-M-221-THR

2-24 poles

930-THR

2-24 poles

210-A-126-SMD

2-12 poles

2-16 poles

931-SLT-SMD-1,3

2-12 poles

931

2-12 poles

2-24 poles

120-D-121

2-16 poles

931-SLR-THR-1,1

2-24 poles

5,08 mm

2-24 poles

140-A-126-SMD

2-24 poles

120-M-151

2-16 poles

2-32 poles

950-D-SMD-DS

2-12 poles

140-B-111

4-48 poles

2-24 poles

950-RFL-DS

950-THR

2+3 poles

958-FLDS

2-12 poles

971-LH

970-EN

2-12 poles

2-12 poles

2-32 poles

2-32 poles

971-SLR-THR

4-24 poles

970-LH

2-8 poles

2-12 poles

2-12 poles

971-THM

2-12 poles

2-24 poles

121-C-111

2-12 poles

971-SLS

2+3 poles

7,5 mm

2+3 poles

141-A-121

2-24 poles

121-M-121

2-24 poles

2-24 poles

10,16 / 12,7 mm

Series 97

Series 91

Series 158/159

2,5 mm²

2,5 mm²

4 mm²

10 mm²

300 V/20 A/22-12 AWG

300 V/15 A/26-12 AWG

300 V/15 A/22-12 AWG

300 V/25 A/18-10 AWG

300 V/20 A/26-12 AWG

300 V/15 A/26-12 AWG

300 V/20 A/26-12 AWG

300 V/25 A/22-10 AWG

300 V/60 A/20-6 AWG

960

122-A-111

977

910

158-A-111

2-32 poles

2-32 poles

961

940-T

2+3 poles

141-C-111

10 mm

2+3 poles

941

2+3 poles

2-12 poles

122-D-111

2-32 poles

964-T

2-32 poles

2-8 poles

977-OPSG

2-12 poles

122-M-111

2+3 poles

2-12 poles

910-Y

2-19 poles

2-12 poles

158-A-211

2-12 poles

2-12 poles

977-T

2-12 poles

2+3 poles
600 V/60 A/20-6 AWG

110-P-215
Catalogues
Pitch 3,5 mm
Pitch 5 mm
Pitch 5,08 mm
Pitch 7,5 mm
Pitch >10 mm
SMD & THR
1)

2)

210-A-SMD

4-44 poles

AWG information not valid
for pin strips
110-V-215
AWG information not valid
for socket terminals (..-FB)

Technical modification reserved.
For detailed information please see
our data sheet on
www.wecogroup.com

934-THR-DS

2-12 poles

2-24 poles

938-FLDS

2-22 poles

931-SLR-THR-1,3

6 A/28-20 AWG
2-16 poles

2-16 poles

931-FST

120-M-191

140-C-111

2-24 poles

120-M-221-SMD

poles

2-12 poles

951-LH

2-24 poles

950-SLS

2-12 poles

951-THG

970-THR

2-24 poles

115-F-111

2+3 poles

974-D-SMD

2-12 poles

970-TX..

2-12 poles

971-SLT-SMD

18-12 AWG
2-12 poles

2-12 poles

971-SLW

1 poles

121-M-161

941-T

4-48 poles

968

2+3 poles

122-M-121

2-32 poles

159-A-111

2-12 poles

2-12 poles

159-A-211

2-24 poles

2-12 poles

